JOIN RLH CORPORATION
A Top 10 hotel franchise company with over 1,400
hotels and 94,000 rooms. RLH Corp. provides the
most advanced technology, state-of-the-art digital
marketing and robust eCommerce initiatives, all
backed by a real-world guest recognition program
with a unique Expedia affiliation packaged together
to make your life easier.

Hello Rewards
Staying on top of industry trends is the key to
being relevant and growing our customer base.
Built on the insight that today’s traveler values
great experiences over great savings, Hello
Rewards is founded on recognition rather than
points. With tailor-made rewards that surprise
and delight, our guest recognition program
drives direct bookings.

RevPak
We pride ourselves on leading the way in innovation – especially
when it comes to generating revenue opportunities. RevPak is an
ensemble of the industry’s best revenue generation systems. Fully
integrated to provide a single 360-degree view of customers,
RevPak delivers dynamic and personalized
promotions, drives reservations and
optimizes revenue opportunities.
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A DIFFERENT KIND OF
HOTEL COMPANY
WITH BRANDS THAT OFFER
UNIQUE TRAVEL EXPERIENCES
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Hotel RL is an experience of all things authentic, creative
and curious. Offering a taste of the local scene in a laid-back
environment, we invite open-minded travelers to work, play
and pursue their passions freely. Stay Curious

Targets:
conversions
and new builds
in primary
and secondary
markets

Stay Easy at Knights Inn for more of what you want; a
convenient location, reliable essentials and a thrifty price.
That’s smart & simple. More of what you want and less of what
you don’t need.

Upscale
Lifestyle
Experiential - The Living Stage
Tech forward
Boutique Aesthetics

Targets:
conversions
and new builds
in primary,
secondary and
tertiary markets

Vibrant and authentic, Red Lion Hotels is the base camp for
life’s adventures. This is where travelers recharge, groups sit
down and plan their next journey, and the friendly staff helps
guests squeeze the most fun out of their stay. Make It #WorthIt
Upper midscale
Targets:
conversions
and new builds
in all markets

Full service
Encourages local adventure

Affordable boutique
Independent ethos
Modern retro design

Focus on comfort essentials

Convenient locations

Family oriented

Colorful and hip tone of voice

Convenient
Simple
Smart

At Americas Best Value Inn, guests can rest easy knowing
they are getting the best deal in town. We believe in simplicity,
friendliness and honesty, and are an inviting place for both solo
travelers and families alike. Have a g’morning and have a g’night.

With a cheap-chic design and eye-catching branding,
Signature Inn brings back the golden age of travel and gives
it a retro-modern twist for an experience that is as unique as
it is comfortable. Stay Outside Ordinary
Targets:
conversions in
secondary and
tertiary markets

Economy

Targets:
conversions and
new builds in
secondary and
tertiary markets

Economy
Focus on comfort essentials
Best value
Patriotism

Business driven

Boasting clever design and a playful personality, Red Lion Inn
& Suites provides guests the essentials they need plus a few
surprises, along with the friendly service and local knowledge
for which RLH Corporation is famous. Make It #WorthIt

GuestHouse invites you to sit back, relax and enjoy a crisp,
clean stay. We focus on getting all the comforts of home just
right – spotless spaces, friendly faces and service you can rely
on – because when you stay here, you’re a guest in our house.
Our house is your house. Welcome to GuestHouse ;)

At Canadas Best Value Inn, guests leave with a sense of pride
knowing that they received the most for their money. Our Canadian
values and small-business mentality ensure guests across Canada
will always have a friendly and affordable place to stay. Have a
g’morning and have a g’night.

Midscale
Targets:
conversions
and new builds
in all markets

Select service
Encourages local adventure
Focus on comfort essentials and health
Family oriented
Business driven

Targets:
conversions and
new builds in
secondary and
tertiary markets

Upper economy
Crisp, clean stay
Focus on comfort essentials
Consistency in guest experience

Targets:
conversions and
new builds in
secondary and
tertiary markets

Economy
Focus on comfort essentials
Best value
Patriotism

